TUC Welfare poll – correct answers
Out of every £100 spent from the welfare
70p or to nearest pound £1
budget, can you tell me how much of that is
claimed fraudulently (i.e. people who dishonestly
claim more benefits than they are entitled to)?
The government’s welfare budget pays for
£4
pensions, tax credits, benefits for the
unemployed, the disabled and other groups. Out
of every £100 of this welfare budget, how much
do you think is spent on benefits for the
unemployed? (For example, if you think that
half of the budget is spent on benefits for
unemployed people, then please write in ‘50’.
Even if you are not sure, please just give your
best guess and answer in whole numbers, you do
not need to include the £ sign.)
Out of every 100 people who sign on to make a
Around 10 per cent (Update:
claim for Jobseeker’s Allowance, approximately
we originally had this as 30
how many do you think go on to receive it for
per cent but had made an
more than a year?
error in our analysis. So the
public perception is even
more out of line that we
thought.)
Thinking again of the unemployed couple with
£111.45
two children, aged 6 and 10. Excluding any other
benefits such as housing, council tax or child
benefits, approximately how much do you think
they would receive in unemployment benefit
(Jobseeker’s Allowance) PER WEEK?
Thinking again of the unemployed couple with
Better off
two children, aged 6 and 10, if one of the parents
got a job paying the minimum wage for 30 hours
a week, in general, do you think they would be
financially better or worse off or would there be
no difference?
Approximately, by how much do you think that
£138
they would better off PER WEEK?
Which ONE of the following groups do you think
People who are employed
will be MOST affected by this move to limit many
benefits to one percent?

